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Autumn's Power Sale (Valid until 19.10.2012 CET)
Save up with Landitec in autumn’s power sale!
Get the FW-8860A, a powerful and reliable appliance — Now on sale!

777,00 €*

Sample Image

The FW-8860A is a reliable and powerful unit designed to meet the various hardware specifications and performance needs of system integrators, ODM/OEM customers, and software developers.
Based on the Intel® 3210 chipset and supporting Intel Core 2 Quad processors,
high-performance network computing can be achieved with greater power efficiency. An outstanding appliance for a great price.
And to beat this: If ten or more FW-8860 are purchased the shipping costs for shipping within Germany will be free!
Order now since the numbers are limited.

*Price is for the appliance assembled with 2Gb RAM, 500Gb HDD, Intel Q9400 Quadcore CPU and without modules or software.

Focus on the products!
The “Focus Product” label is a brand new way to show our customers
the products which we have in stock and had a wide experience with.
This means that these products, like the FW-8860A,
have short delivery times.

“Does this mean every other product will not be distributed with the
some quality?”
No! Our customers can always be sure that we only offer the best quality for every need in network architecture, since we “create value in network distribution”.
We will, of course, update our products on regular bases with the “focus label”.

Your Software + Our Hardware =The Best Choice!
For more informations, please contact our sales team. Mail to: sales@landitec.com
or visit our Webshop at www.landitec.com
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Landitec Service
Smart Customers use our knowledge in appliance handling.

The Landitec Distribution helps in the selecting Appliances and the related correct components. Use our technical know-how, in order to adapt your optimum Appliance.

Realize your desire.

Landitec can assist in the designing of customized branded appliance. Everything is possible.
We realize any design proposal or a complete new arrangement. A free example of the own
created front label can help to make the right decision.
Please feel free to contact us for more information about our products and our services.
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